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Abstract
Abscisic acid (ABA) is a stress signal, which moves in
the xylem from the roots to the aerial parts of the plant,
where it regulates stomatal movement and the activity
of shoot meristems. Root growth-promoting microorganisms in the rhizosphere, lateral ABA ﬂows in the
root cortex across apoplastic barriers, ABA redistribution in the stem, leaf apoplastic pH values, and the
action of b-glucosidases, both in the apoplast and the
cytosol of the mesophyll, play an important role in the
regulation of signal intensity. The signiﬁcance of
abscisic acid glucose ester as a long-distance stress
signal is discussed.
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Introduction
The role of abscisic acid (ABA) as a universal plant stress
hormone is well established. Under conditions of mild
stress as the soil starts to dry, when the water potential of
the leaves is not or only slightly affected, ABA is
accumulated in root tissues, released to the xylem vessels,
and transported to the shoot where stomatal and meristematic activities are regulated to help the plant cope with
the stress situation. Such reactions have often been
discussed and reviewed in the past, especially as far as
stomatal reactions are concerned (Zhang and Davies,
1990; Davies et al., 2005). Loveys (1984) and Wartinger
et al. (1990) were the first to show the relationship
between xylem ABA concentration (ABAxyl) and leaf
conductance (G) and the maximal leaf conductance
(Gmax), respectively, under natural climatic fluctuations in

the field. Recently, more than 60 publications were
analysed to investigate this relationship for a wide range
of plants of different habitats, life forms, and ecotypes
(Heilmeier et al., 2007). It turned out that in nearly all cases
the same typical relationship can be observed; with a narrow
range of ABAxyl within-leaf conductance reacts very
sensitively but with a wide range of ABAxyl even dramatic
changes of ABAxyl have only a small impact on Gmax
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, stomatal reactions are always much
better correlated with ABAxyl than with leaf bulk ABA, pointing to the importance of ABA as a hormonal long-distance
signal in the xylem.
ABA signalling can be intensified in many crops, for
instance grapevine, by applying modern irrigation techniques, such as partial root drying (PRD; Davies et al.,
2005). PRD is an irrigation technique where water is
distributed unevenly to the root system with an irrigated
and a dry part. With PRD grapevines, Stoll et al. (2000)
showed that ABA signalling is diminished after prolonged
drying of one compartment. To sustain the effect of PRD
it was necessary to alternate wet and dry parts regularly
(PRD-A). PRD-A was shown by Dodd et al. (2006) to
intensify ABA signalling with positive consequences for
water saving and improvement of the quality of the crops.
The factors that regulate the intensity of the ABA signal
in the xylem, on its way from the root to the target cells,
are therefore of particular interest and will be discussed in
this contribution.
The intensity of the ABA signal in the xylem
When discussing the intensity of the ABA signal in the
xylem, internal and external sources of ABA have to be
considered. External ABA originates from root exudation
and from ABA-producing soil organisms (predominantly
fungi), whereas internal ABA comes from biosynthesis in
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the roots and from phloem import of ABA, which has
been synthesized previously in the shoot, into the root
(Fig. 2).
External factors affecting ABA formation and
accumulation in roots

Dry soils of habitats in arid climates are often nutrientdeficient, alkaline, loaded with salt, and compacted. In
agricultural areas, large amounts of ammonium fertilizers
may be applied to plants. In natural environments,
dissolved organic nitrogen (predominantly glycine;

Hartung and Ratcliffe, 2002) is often the only form of
nitrogen. In Table 1 the impact of such external factors on
ABA formation, accumulation, lateral transport in roots,
and long-distance flows is summarized. Salt stress,
ammonium nutrition, and phosphate and potassium deficiency increase ABA formation in the roots. In the case
of phosphorus and potassium deficiencies, only small
amounts are deposited in the roots, a high percentage
being released quickly and effectively to the xylem.
Particularly strong ABA synthesis and accumulation in
the roots can be observed in hemiparasites such as
Rhinanthus minor. They release ABA in substantial
amounts to the soil solution (Jiang et al., 2004). ABA
accumulation also can be increased when ABA degradation is inhibited by tetcyclacis, a compound that prevents
the formation of phaseic acid. In maize seedlings this
results in a 4-fold increase of ABA in the xylem (Fig. 2;
Table 1).
A possible role for growth-promoting rhizobacteria

Fig. 1. The relationship between ABAxyl and leaf conductance in
woody and herbaceous species of different life forms and originating
from different habitats (based on an analysis of more than 60
publications by Heilmeier et al., 2007).

Recently it has been shown that growth-promoting
rhizobacteria have an impact on ABA flows in plants.
Arkhipova et al. (2005) detected substantially increased
amounts of ABA in the shoots of lettuce that were treated
with the cytokinin-producing bacterium Bacillus subtilis.
The authors concluded that locally high cytokinin concentrations induced ABA biosynthesis in the roots. The

Fig. 2. Flow profiles for metabolism, transport, and deposition of abscisic acid (ABA) in maize plants (Zea mays L.) supplied with 1 mM NO–3 (as
control), treated with 1 mM NH+4 or tetcyclacis over 8 d of the study period starting 6 d after planting. The age of the plants at the end of the
experiment¼18 d (n¼5). Based on the assumption that mass flow occurs both in xylem and phloem the net K flows (obtained as described by
Jeschke et al., 1995) and the ratios of ABA:K in the transport fluids were used to estimate the net flows of ABA in the two transport pathways over
the study period. The increments of ABA in the maize tissues were calculated from two harvests (6 d and 14 d after planting). The metabolism of ABA
in maize tissue was calculated according to Jiang et al. (2004). Dotted arrows indicate flows in the phloem, black arrows flows in the xylem. The width
of the arrows (flows), the areas of the squares (deposition), and of the circles (complete circles, net synthesis; dotted circles, net degradation) are drawn
in relation to the rates of flows. The numbers beneath the arrows, squares, and circles indicate the net flows in nmol plant1 8 d1.
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Table 1. Summary of external effects on net ABA biosynthesis, metabolism, deposition, and long-distance flows in different plants
External stress factors such as soil matric potential, soil strength, alkaline pH, and flooding are not included because detailed analyses of longdistance flows between plant organs are not available. [, Stimulation, Y, inhibition, 4, no effect. Empty fields are due to missing data.
Treatmenta

Salt
Lupinus1
Ricinus2
N deficiency3
NH+4
Ricinus4
Zea mays5
P deficiency2
K deficiency6
Tetcyclacis5
Ethephon7
Variovorax
paradoxus7
Bacillus
subtilis8
Parasitizing
Rhinanthus9

Net ABA Net ABA
ABA
Lateral
ABA flow Net ABA
synthesis metabolism deposition ABA flow in the
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in roots
in roots
in roots
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xylem
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References: 1 Wolf et al., 1990; 2 Jeschke et al., 1997; 3,4 Peuke et al., 1994;
F Jiang et al., unpublished results 2; 8 Arkhipova et al., 2005; 9 Jiang et al., 2004.

newly formed ABA would then be loaded quickly to the
xylem vessels without a significant deposition in the root
tissues, a situation that resembles that of phosphorus- and
potassium-deficient castor bean plants (see above).
Another widespread rhizobacterium is Variovorax paradoxus which contains ACC-deaminase. Variovorax is
believed to degrade the precursor of ethylene, ACC
(aminocyclopropane-carboxylic acid) resulting in strongly
reduced ethylene formation in roots (Penrose and Glick,
2001). Ethylene, on the other hand, has repeatedly been
shown to induce ABA biosynthesis (Grossmann and
Hansen, 2001; Chiwocha et al., 2005). Indeed, the
ethylene generator ethephon increases long-distance ABA
signalling in the xylem and ABA formation in the roots
(Table 1). Plants treated with Variovorax showed a tendency of slightly lower ABA synthesis in roots and xylem
transport and a clearly reduced ABA transport of ABA in
the phloem back to the roots (Table 1; F Jiang et al.,
unpublished results). Auxin-producing rhizobacteria
should also be able to affect ABA flows. Since IAA is
known to induce the biosynthesis of ethylene, again an
impact of auxin-producing rhizobacteria on ABA production and flows may be expected (Fig. 3). Additionally,
microorganisms that are able to degrade ABA in the
rhizosphere should be able to influence ABA flows.
Indeed, several bacterial colonies that use ABA as
a carbon source have been isolated successfully (W
Hartung and F Jiang, unpublished results). Whether it is
possible for such soil micro-organisms to influence ABA
signalling in plants remains to be shown.
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Lateral transport of ABA

As shown above, root-synthesized ABA of phosphateand potassium-deficient castor bean plants can be loaded
very effectively to the xylem without a significant deposition in the roots. One explanation is an effective
lateral transport under transpiring conditions with an
apoplastic bypass flow of ABA directly into the xylem
vessels. When an apoplastic bypass flow exists, solutes in
the xylem are not diluted when lateral water flow is
increased under transpiring conditions. For maize it has
been shown that ABA can be transported with the water
directly into the xylem. Freundl et al. (1998) have
determined the apparent reflection coefficient r for ABA
in maize and sunflower roots. When r is 1, all ABA
molecules are reflected at the endodermis. They are then
forced to enter the symplast. Increased lateral water flows
would then dilute ABAxyl. In the case of maize (Fig. 4),
r is always less than 1, showing that ABA can be dragged
directly to the xylem. It is concluded that the chemical
composition of the Casparian bands is important for r.
External conditions may have an impact on their chemical
composition (Hose et al., 2001) and it is therefore
concluded that the chemical properties of the Casparian
bands in the endodermis allow an apoplastic bypass flow,
a high ABAxyl, and a small deposition in the roots
(Freundl et al., 1998).
Except for Fabaceae, the roots of nearly all plants form
Casparian bands in the hypodermis (¼exodermis), especially when growing in well-aerated soil. By contrast to
the Casparian bands of the endodermis, those of the
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Fig. 4. Apparent reflection coefficent of abscisic acid (rABA) for young
root systems of maize and sunflower. Water flow was induced by the
application of a pressure difference of 0.06 MPa to the cut surface of
decapitated plants. ABA concentration of the nutrient solution was
100 nM. [After Freundl et al. (1998); for a more detailed explanation
see this publication.]

Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of the origin and the flows of ABA (red
arrows) and ABA-GE (blue arrows) in the root cortex. A possible role
of auxin (IAA) and cytokinin-producing rhizobacteria (Arkhipova et al.,
2005), and of bacteria exhibiting 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate
deaminase (ACC-deaminase; Belimov et al., 2007) is shown. Soil fungi
produce and release large amounts of ABA (for references see
Frankenberger and Arshad, 1995). The width of the arrows symbolizes
the intensity of the flows. Arrows originating in the cytosol symbolize
the cytosolic ABA biosynthesis in the root cortex.

exodermis are much more effective apoplastic barriers for
ABA, preventing ABA loss to the soil solution, especially
under non-transpiring conditions (Hose et al., 2001). The
role of the exodermis is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Abscisic acid glucose ester as a long-distance
hormonal signal
Sauter and Hartung (2000) and Sauter et al. (2002) have
shown that the glucose ester of ABA (ABA-GE) also
occurs in the soil solution, often in higher concentrations
than ABA. The Casparian bands of the exodermis and
endodermis are perfect barriers for ABA-GE. When an
exodermis is absent (Fabaceae and plants cultivated
hydroponically), external ABA-GE is dragged into the
apoplast of the root cortex, apoplastic b-glucosidases can
cleave the conjugate and release free ABA, which can be

redistributed to the symplast and/or dragged across the
endodermis into the xylem (Hartung et al., 2002) (Fig. 3).
Release of ABA-GE that has been synthesized in the
cytoplasm of the cortex cells across the plasma membrane
of xylem parenchyma cells into the xylem is a ratelimiting process because of the extremely low permeability of plant plasma membranes (Baier et al., 1990). Here
the action of an ABA-GE transporter is postulated that
releases substantial amounts of the ABA conjugate to the
xylem, especially under stress conditions (Fig. 6).
ABA-GE is a perfect long-distance signal
When 10–15-cm-long bean internodes or etiolated maize
mesocotyls were perfused with ABA in a concentration
typical of stressed plants, ABA was redistributed to the
stem tissue and ABA of the surrounding stem tissue was
released to the xylem when ABAxyl was low (Sauter and
Hartung, 2002). This redistribution was quite rapid (10–20
min) pointing to a high permeability coefficient of the
plasma membranes of the surrounding stem parenchyma
cells for ABA (Hartung et al., 2002). ABAxyl consequently does not remain constant during its transport.
Especially under unstressed conditions, when the xylem
sap is acid (with a high portion of the easily permeating
undissociated species ABAH), substantial amounts of
ABA could be lost during transport through the xylem
over a longer distance. It has also been shown (Sauter and
Hartung, 2002) that ABA can be fed into the xylem when
it is high in the stem parenchyma and when xylem sap pH
is increased. The concentration of ABA-GExyl, however,
remains unchanged, also over long distances under all
conditions, because of the extremely low permeability of
biomembranes for this conjugate (Sauter and Hartung,
2002). Over long distances, ABA-GE is the best candidate
for a hormonal stress signal (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. The impact of Casparian bands (CBs) in the hypodermis of
roots on apoplastic ABA transport. CBs strongly reduce ABA exudation
under non-transpiring conditions (middle row of cells) and cause an
accumulation in the apoplast of the cortex and force the uptake into the
symplast (especially under transpiring conditions; bottom). The absence
of CBs allows ABA exudation to the rhizosphere, predominantly under
non-transpiring conditions. The widths of the red arrows symbolize the
intensity of the ABA flows.

The fate of free and conjugated ABA in the leaf
ABA biosynthesis is increased significantly in leaves only
when turgor approaches zero. Stomatal closure, however,
is already observed when Wleaf is still unaffected as the
soil starts drying. Under such mild stress conditions,
import of ABA delivered from the xylem is necessary.
This ABA is not necessarily accumulated in the leaf. After
having acted on the stomata it can be rapidly metabolized
without being deposited. This has been observed earlier
for phosphorus- and potassium-deficient castor bean
plants (Jeschke et al., 1997; Peuke et al., 2002).

Redistribution within the leaf can lower ABAxyl,
especially when the xylem sap is acid. Then ABA may
redistribute to the cytoplasm of the mesophyll cells
according to the anion trap concept (Slovik et al., 1995).
Such a redistribution is prevented when, as described by

Fig. 6. Schematic presentation of ABA and ABA-GE flows from the
root cortex into the xylem of the vascular system of the stem. ABA
passes the Casparian bands (CBs) of the endodermis in significant
quantities. Only a small amount is diverted into the cortex symplast. For
apoplastic ABA-GE (originating from external sources) the CBs are
perfect barriers. Release of ABA-GE, synthesized in the cytosol of
cortical cells, requires a transporter. With ABA-GE, signal transport in
the xylem without loss to the surrounding living cells is possible. The
recirculation of ABA from the phloem vessels to the xylem is also
illustrated. The width of the arrows represents the intensity of the flows
of ABA and ABA-GE.

Wilkinson (Wilkinson, 1999; Davies et al., 2002), the
apoplast is alkalized under stress. Thus redistribution of
ABA is strongly reduced and the intensity of the ABA
signal remains high. Release of ABA to the apoplast has
also been shown (Hartung et al., 1988) (Fig. 7).
Sauter et al. (2002) pointed out that ABA-GE, which is
physiologically inactive, can act as a signal only when it
is cleaved in the leaf apoplast and when the released
physiologically active free ABA can reach the target cells.
They have also shown that an apoplastic b-glucosidase
(b-G) specific to the substrate ABA-GE exists and that the
activity of this enzyme is increased 7-fold under salt stress
in barley leaves (Dietz et al., 2000).
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Fig. 7. Schematic presentation of the origin and the flows of ABA
within a well-watered (left half) and stressed (right half) plant leaf. The
impact of apoplastic pH for ABA redistribution between mesophyll
cells and xylem is shown. The width of the arrows represents the
intensity of the ABA flows.

Recently, Lee et al. (2006) have shown that Arabidopsis
plants, deficient in b-G, exhibit lower ABA levels in
leaves and produce stress-sensitive phenotypes. Dehydration caused rapid polymerization of b-G in microsomes
of wild-type Arabidopsis leaves with a four times higher
activity than in unstressed controls. ABA-GE was cleaved
with much higher rates and ABA could be released from
the microsomes to the cytosol. Further release to the
apoplast would be facilitated because of flattened pH
gradients across the mesophyll plasma membrane and thus
intensify the ABA signal. Similar to the plasma membrane
of xylem parenchyma cells, the action of an ABA-GE
transporter again has to be postulated to load the microsomes with ABA-GE. Transport of vesicles loaded with the
high-molecular-weight b-G to the plasma membrane of
mesophyll and subsequent release to the apoplast cannot be
excluded. Additionally, it could contribute to increased
b-G activity in the apoplast (Fig. 8). The latter step,
however, is hypothetical. Here more research is required.
ABA and ABA-GE, both from the roots and the leaves,
act harmoniously together to create and intensify an

Fig. 8. A diagram illustrating the origin and flows of ABA-GE in
a well-watered (left half) and a stressed (right half) plant leaf. b-G,
b-Glucosidase; HMW-b-G, high molecular weight b-G. The width of
the arrows (ABA-GE, blue; ABA, red) symbolizes the intensity of the
flows of the hormonal signals.

effective and specific stress signal for plants growing in
drying soils.
Conclusion
The intensity of the root to shoot ABA signal is regulated
on four different anatomical levels: (i) the rhizosphere,
(ii) the root cortex, (iii) the stem, and (iv) the leaves.
Accordingly four processes have to be considered:
(i) interactions between growth-promoting rhizobacteria
and the root; (ii) anatomical features of the root cortex
(Casparian bands); (iii) apoplastic pH values in the stem
and the leaf; and (iv) the action of apoplastic and cytosolic
b-glucosidases in the leaves. The conjugate ABA-GE is
a perfect long-distance signal because it is translocated
without loss to the surrounding tissues. Virgin areas of
research are predominantly the impact of soil conditions
and rhizospheric micro-organisms on ABA signalling and
the physiology and biochemistry of transporters that allow
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the passage of ABA-GE across biomembranes into the
apoplast or microsomes.
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